The Vancouver Island Bonsai Society

NEWSLETTER
April 2014
Next Society meeting: Monday, April 28th, 2014
Expert advice: There is a standing invitation to all members to
bring in any tree that you would like an opinion or advice on –
tap into several hundred years of collective bonsai experience.
Raffle table: Any contributions to the raffle table will be very
much appreciated by all. It is a great find raiser for the club
and a very popular feature of our monthly meeting.
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Club activities: Please give some thought to what you would
like to see happening in the club this year. We will be looking
for your opinions over the next couple of months and hope
that a survey will indicate what the membership wants by way
of bonsai-related activities.
Buy & Sell: trees or stock – members are invited to bring
bonsai-related items and sell them at the meeting.
Show & Tell: Flowering trees – there are a number of trees –
apples, azaleas, etc that are now in bloom, or very close.
Anyone with bloomin’ bonsai is invited to bring their trees to
show.
Work on your tree – please bring in a tree to work on, if you
like.
Field Day / Open Garden Day at The Hort Centre
Entering the building: Please be aware that the front door is
the only entry/exit to the building.
May meeting: the third Monday in May is the Victoria Day
statutory holiday. Our meeting hall will be closed that day so
our meeting date has been moved to the following Monday,
May 26th.
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Field Day/ Open Garden Day at the Hort Centre (May 18th11:00am – 4:00 pm)
For many years running we have held our Annual Field Day at Highcroft Farms. This year we
are going to try something a little different and will be combining Field Day with the Bonsai
Garden “Open Garden Day” to be held at the Horticulture Centre of the Pacific. Free
admission!
The Bonsai Garden will be a spectacular setting for Field Day and we hope to show the new
garden off to all of you and those members of the general public who wish to attend.
Members are encouraged to bring trees to work on – there will be a limited supply of
commercial bonsai soil available for purchase. GardenWorks on Blenkinsop has a supply of
bonsai soil from two different sources if you would like to pick up some soil beforehand.
Other garden centres may also stock bonsai soil … I’ll try to complete a survey of who carries
bonsai soil and publish a list in the May newsletter.
Date: May 18th 11:00am until 4:00pm at 505 Quayle Road, Victoria

The Annual Spring Bonsai Seminar at Russell Nursery
Russell Nursery in North Saanich hosted an introductory bonsai seminar again this year and
once again Bob Taylor dipped into his vault of arcane knowledge & secret techniques in order
to lure the unsuspecting plant lover
down the garden path of bonsai
delights. We enjoyed a lovely
morning in this well-stocked and
very pleasant garden setting. Brian
Russell again brought in a nice
selection of dwarf and specialty trees
to tempt the bonsai prone to part
with their weekly allowances.
Left: The bonsai seminar about to start.
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More photos from Russell’s

Above: George recounts the intriguing tale of the Mediterranean cypress cloned from a tree at the gravesite of opera
great Giuseppe Verdi in Italy.
Left: Bob concentrates on wiring an Alberta spruce that he
has been transforming.

Please note: We have been asked by the staff at Garth Homer Centre to only enter & exit the building
by the main front doors. Apparently, while another garden club was using the building recently, an
intruder apparently came into the building and went through lockers, cupboards, backpacks and
personal belongings.
This disturbing breach has caused a great deal of concern at the Centre and they have found it
necessary to hire a security guard for nights that the building is in use. As a result, the GHC
administration will be increasing the monthly rental of the meeting space significantly, starting in
September.
It is a near certainty that these increases ($60 extra /month) will force this society to look for another
venue for our monthly meetings. We would be interested in hearing from anyone who knows of a
good location (at reasonable cost) for our meetings after August.
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Bonsai Garden Update
Larry P, Susan V, Bob T and Jim M recently spent an enjoyable couple of hours repotting a large pine, donated
by George and destined for the Bonsai Garden.

This was an interesting project and it served to remind me of how much can be accomplished with teamwork.
A great deal of information can be acquired through the exchange of ideas & knowledge during an exercise
such as this. Volunteering at the Bonsai Garden on Wednesday mornings would be a great way to acquire
bonsai-specific experience for anyone with that time frame open. Interested? See Larry at the meeting (he’s
the one with the white hair pictured above).
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Spring has been cool and wet (it seems to me) and many I’ve spoken to are yearning for
warmer weather. I am quite happy with things as they are – I’ve had time to enjoy an
extended re-potting season and haven’t had to worry much about watering. My trees seem to
be loving this chilly season and everything is progressing nicely even though many are leafing
out very slowly, particularly the beeches, oaks and hornbeam.
Things to keep in mind for May:
Candles on spruce and pine will be elongating. Techniques vary according to the result desired
but generally one either breaks a candle at some point along its length (the shorter you leave
the candle, the shorter the resulting branch will be), or removes candles altogether,
stimulating a flush of buds in July & August (at which point further decisions need to be made).
Some slow-to-leaf-out deciduous trees can still be safely repotted – I have some maples that
are just now breaking bud. Don’t repot deciduous trees that are now in leaf. Our member
Tibby says that many trees in the Duncan area are very slow to leaf out.
When the weather warms your trees will be better able to utilize fertilizer. I would wait until
mid May, or even June, before implementing a regular half-strength program. Slow release
fertilizers can be applied now because they will be releasing nutrients very slowly over the
next few months.
I saw the first tent caterpillars of the year on March 11th and now have spotted another few
freshly hatched critters. Other caterpillars will be emerging now and they can defoliate your
trees quickly. Safer’s BTK is a safe biological insecticide that, when mixed according to
directions, provides effective control of all caterpillars, while having essentially no adverse
effect on other insect species. Other insects are just now showing themselves – be alert!
Some of the rapidly elongating shoots on many of our trees must be pruned or pinched back
to keep internode lengths in check.
Please check the internet for information and care tips appropriate to the bonsai that you
have in your collection. There are really amazing resources out there compiled by some very
dedicated people. Just a few:
Bonsai Tonight http://bonsaitonight.com/ This is a remarkable effort – full of good stuff!
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Bonsai4Me http://www.bonsai4me.com/index.html
American Bonsai Society http://www.absbonsai.org/ … just a few of very, very many sites!

I never tire of gazing at the local
Garry Oaks (Quercus garryana –
also known as the Oregon White
Oak) and admiring the natural
ramification and occasional long
drooping branches that characterise the winter silhouette of
these lovely trees.
Gary Oaks, along with many of
the oaks, can be difficult bonsai
subjects. It is essential to remove the tap root on young
trees and hope that fine feeder
roots develop. It is also difficult
to get the leaf size to reduce to
proper proportions.
Left: The “Thunder Oak” on Mt Newton XRoad near Saanichton

Sometime in the next week we will be posting the details and workshops of the PNBCA
Convention scheduled for October 2nd to 5th. Volunteer sign-up sheets have been set out at
our meetings. Several “glitches” have arisen that delayed our advertising but we are about to
put up some web pages. We do have some outstanding material lined up for the workshops.
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A Japanese Larch looking fine with fresh spring needles

All photos, unless otherwise credited: John M

